OASIS AMQP Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee

Minutes of the Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee

Tuesday, 7th of May, 2013

Chair(s)  Steve Huston

Members in Attendance:

Steve Huston  Individual  Sanjay Aiyagari  VMware
Laurie Bryson  JPMorgan  Allan Cornish  INETCO Systems
Rob Dolin  Microsoft  Robert Gemmell  JPMorgan
Rob Godfrey  JPMorgan  Dale Moberg  Axway Software
Andreas Moravec  Deutsche Boerse  John O’Hara  Individual
Rafael Schloming  Red Hat  Jakub Scholz  Deutsche Boerse
Gordon Sim  Red Hat

Observers in Attendance:

Duane Pauls  Solace Systems
Agenda

1. Call to Order and Welcome
2. Roll Call
3. Approve Agenda
4. Approve minutes from April 23, 2013 meeting
5. Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)
6. Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)
7. Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)
8. Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)
9. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
10. Possible use of external assistance for document drafts
11. Any other business
12. Adjourn
**Notes:**

1. **Welcome and call to order**
   Meeting opened at 10:03am EDT.

2. **Roll Call**
   As noted above and updated on the roster. Meeting is quorate.

3. **Approve agenda**
   There were no objections to the published agenda.

4. **Approve minutes from April 23, 2013 meeting**
   Approved.

5. **Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)**
   David not present. Rob Godfrey described the April 24 conference call where AMQP and Websockets frame/message alignment (or not) was the main subject. For now, continue assuming they would be aligned but stay open to changing that after more experience with implementation and interoperating. Rob Dolin indicated he plans to meet today with David Ingham and continue to document the current state of thinking and design.

6. **Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)**
   Matthew not present.

7. **Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)**
   No progress. External writing help would be particularly helpful for SOAP as it is primarily an editorial exercise based on W3C work rather than a design-focused effort.

8. **Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)**
   Rob/Laurie have no update on JPMorgan legal department. Rob to start work on a production-quality AMQP 1.0 JMS client.

9. **OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)**
   William not present.
10. Possible use of external assistance for document drafts
   Steve/Laurie still working on the process for obtaining external technical writing help. The SOAP area would benefit greatly; the SCTP could probably also benefit. JMS will likely not need external help if JP Morgan legal clears use of pre-OASIS JMS-related work. OpenMAMA – unknown but probably no need for external help.

11. Any other business
    None.

Meeting was closed at 10:20am EDT.

Next meeting will be Tuesday the 21st of May, 2013.